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What are Alternative Investments?

Alternative Investments are defined as investments that may perform 
independently of the stock or bond market.  They generally seek to 

achieve outcomes that are uncorrelated to the overall market.

In 1901, J.P. Morgan helped Federal Steel Company facilitate the acquisition of Andrew Carnegie’s Steel 
Company, creating United States Steel Corporate…  

• $492M in financing represented the first ever leveraged buyout transaction 
• $1.4B enterprise value created the first billion-dollar corporation in U.S. history  
• This transaction was a precursor to the modern private equity industry  

  
In 1949, Alfred Winfred Jones developed the first hedge fund…  

• Fund focused on a long/short investment approach that emphasizes stock selection rather than market 
returns 

DID YOU KNOW...?



What Types of Alternative Investments Exist?

Alternative investments encompass a wide range of asset classes and strategies that range from: 
  
• Private Equity 
• Venture Capital 
• Private Debt/Credit 
• Hedge Funds – Equity Hedge/Core, Long/Short, Event-Driven

• Structured Notes  
• Real Estate – Core, Opportunistic, Land Lease

• Venture Debt  
• Special Situations  
• Secondaries  
• Direct Lending 
• Buyout 



How should you think about investing in alternatives?
Over the past few years, alternative investments continue their transition from optional to essential. However, when it 

comes to investing in alternatives – and particularly private market alternatives – the approach should be different from the 
one traditionally taken in the public markets. Alternative asset allocation must be based on an outcome-oriented 

approach. Put differently, investors first need to identify the problem they hope to solve, and then determine the most 
appropriate asset for achieving the desired outcome. 

There are three roles that alternative investments can play in a diversified portfolio – they can provide income, 
diversification, or enhance returns. Importantly, these are not mutually exclusive; some alternatives – like core real 
assets – can provide a combination of both income and diversification. In general, we find that investors look to real 
estate, infrastructure, and direct lending for diversification and income, whereas hedge funds typically provide either 

diversification or return enhancement. Furthermore, private equity and more opportunistic credit strategies focused on 
distressed assets and special situations have traditionally been used to enhance returns. The bottom-line; different types 

of alternative investments will play very different roles in the context of a diversified portfolio. 

In a cycle that has seen elevated volatility, geopolitical uncertainty, a hawkish shift in monetary policy, and stock/bond 
correlations turn positive, investors have been reminded that returns are generally not as easy to come by as was the case 

in 2021. Furthermore, although valuations now look more favorable for both stocks and bonds, the outlook for long-run 
returns is still challenging. This, coupled with an ever-growing menu of alternative investment options, suggests that 
having a roadmap for navigating the alternative investment universe will be a key determinant of long-run success. 



Investor Participation is Increasing Rapidly

Fundraising each year into private equity, private credit, real 
estate, infrastructure, and natural resources remains robust, 

illustrating the strong growth in closed-end funds.

Prequin data shows alternatives have grown exponentially to 
represent over $10 trillion in assets under management today. 



Alternatives Can Improve Portfolio Risk and Return

In general, an allocation to alternatives should be outcome 
oriented – in other words, step one is identifying the challenge 

you are trying to address, and step two is allocating to the asset 
that will provide the desired solution.

Ultimately, alternative investments can enhance return and 
diversify risk, which has the potential benefit of increasing overall 

risk adjusted returns. 



Real Assets Can Provide Income and Reduce Volatility

The bond market provides one of two things in the current 
environment – protection without income, or income without 

protection. As such, investors have been forced to take on more 
equity risk in order to generate the income they need. 

 Alternatives, however, and particularly core real assets, can 
provide investors with credit-like yields without the elevated 

correlation to equities.



Hedge Funds Can Diversify Traditional Stock/Bond 
Portfolios

Hedge funds have provided downside protection during periods 
of market stress. During most of the periods of acute market 

stress over the last thirty years, macro hedge fund correlation to a 
60/40 stock-bond portfolio has fallen to zero or below. 

 Correlations came down in 2020, although not as far as during 
other periods of volatility, likely because market volatility during 

COVID was so brief relative to past downturns.



Alternative Investments Require an Outcome-Oriented 
Approach

Alternative assets can enhance diversification in portfolios 
through uncorrelated or negatively correlated returns, shaded in 

green.  

Real estate, real assets, and select hedge fund strategies can 
help to further diversify a portfolio of stocks and bonds.  

Other areas of the private markets, like private equity, are 
positively correlated to public equities, but provide 

opportunities for return enhancement.



Common Risks of Alternative Investments

• Limited liquidity  
• Manager’s ability to construct and ultimately implement a fund 

strategy 
• Use of leverage 
• Difficult to value  
• Overly complex for most investors 
• High fees and minimum investments 



Who Can Invest in Alternatives?

Accredited investors are those with a net worth exceeding $1 million—not 
counting their primary residence—or with an annual income of at least 

$200,000 (or $300,000 combined with a spousal income). 

Qualified Purchaser status is afforded a person or a family business 
holding an investment portfolio with a value of $5 million or more. Elements 

of the portfolio in question may not include a primary residence, nor 
property used in the normal conduct of business



Alternative Investment Case Studies

Private Equity Small Business/Start-Up Pre-IPO Hedge Fund



Model Portfolios & Investor Type

Advisors should tilt portfolios within the 
ranges based on: client objectives and 
preferences, current market conditions. 

These models require that clients understand 
and can tolerate the investment complexity 
and illiquidity of the underlying investments 
and that advisors can manage these risks to 

meet their clients’ objectives.

Three investor types are defined below by common client factors 
including: objectives, time horizon, focus, return seeking assets 

and volatility. 

Portfolio appropriateness depends upon multiple factors – not all 
client factors need to be met – and the interaction between 

factors should be considered.



Alternative investments have grown to become a mainstay of the 
investing landscape – transitioning from optional to essential.   

It is likely that we will continue to see their broad-based adoption, 
especially from those investors who have yet to learn about these 

powerful portfolio solutions.   
  

Knowledge is Power 
  

Thank you! 
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